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wheels and tires 20 oem jeep grand cherokee wheels tires 20 oem jeep grand cherokee wheels
20 oem jeep grand cherokee wheel 20 oem jeep grand cherokee wheels 18 oem. Include
description. Chrysler 10 Items Dodge 1 Items 1. Factory Automotive Distributors 10 Items
Gorilla Automotive 18 Items Jeep Items Mopar 33 Items OEM 31 Items Unbranded 5 Items 5.
Placement on Vehicle. Front Items Rear Items Right Items Left Items Lower 3 Items 3. Not
Specified Items No Warranty 10 Items Unspecified Length 54 Items Lifetime 12 Items New Items
New other see details 32 Items Remanufactured 29 Items Used Items Please provide a valid
price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers Auction 2. Buy It Now Item Location. US
Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee.
More filters Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for
your Jeep. Enter Model Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Last
one. Free returns. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or
tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of
date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. After the Jeep name was
established Willys had it trademarked by , various companies bought and sold the brand to
complement their range. It first started with Kaiser Mortors in that in ten years became
Kaiser-Jeep. In American Motors Company snagged it up in order to accompany their
passenger cars and expand their lineup variety and size while sharing many parts with the new
more rugged vehicles that created a quite cost efficient enterprise that was only thwarted by a
poor market place. This unsavory market affected AMCs prosperity allowing Renault to put
investments in the brand, however Renault ran into monetary troubles as well, allowing Chrysler
an uncompetitive purchase of AMC in Chrysler has maintained ownership since and though
originally kept the popular vehicles the same, steady changes of the brand and the cars have
created a market available to people who have no need for rugged vehicles. Despite this shift
the Wrangler, formerly the CJ civilian Jeep , has remained essentially unchanged in its
capabilities and foundational styling. With guaranteed quality rims and competitive pricing you
can fulfill all your Used wheel needs. Choose your vehicle in the links above, pick your vehicle
year, find your original Jeep rims, and order instantly online or call our toll free number to
purchase your factory original Jeep wheels. You can also call our toll free number with any
additional questions about your factory original rims and we will be happy to offer our
unparalleled customer service to help you get the stock wheels you need at a price that is fair.
Thanks for visiting! For more information about our wheels, company, and staff watch our Jeep
Rims video on YouTube. Toll Free Like Us On All Factory Jeep rims are guaranteed to arrive in
pristine condition unless specifically stated otherwise. Find pictures of every used Jeep Wheel
in the year links that can be found after choosing your model in the links below. For assistance
or questions about which wheels or rims you need for your Jeep call us toll free at 1 Determine
your original rim size by looking on the side wall of your tire. Please View Video about our Jeep
Rims below. Cherokee Comanche Commander Compass Gr. Cherokee Gr. The company
experienced the same sort of expansion and shortly thereafter deterioration that the 20's boom
and 30's depression brought. With the massive success of the Jeep the company decided
simply to focus on off road rugged utility vehicles and would even later be the creator of the
first ever SUV, the Wagoneer, which coined the term 'Sport Utility Vehicle' in its first brochure,
thirty years before the term was popularized. Skip to main content. Include description. Chrysler
3 Items 3. Dodge 1 Items 1. Jeep 42 Items OEM 1 Items 1. Unbranded 2 Items 2. Placement on
Vehicle. Rear 4 Items 4. Front 3 Items 3. Left 3 Items 3. Right 3 Items 3. Not Specified 51 Items
No Warranty 2 Items 2. Unspecified Length 2 Items 2. New 1 Items 1. Used 87 Items Please
provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada
Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free
Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items.
Sold Items. More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize. Tell us more to find
the right tires that fit. Free returns. Shipping not specified. Amounts shown in italicized text are
for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. Skip to main content. Related: jeep wrangler wheels and tires jeep wrangler wheels
oem jeep wrangler wheels 18 jeep wrangler wheels 17 jeep wrangler wheels 20 jeep wrangler
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fuel jeep wrangler wheels tire package 33 tires jeep wrangler jl wheels jeep wrangler wheels
Include description. Dorman Items Fuel Off-Road Items Jeep 1, Items 1, Timken Items

Unbranded 2, Items 2, Placement on Vehicle. Front 5, Items 5, Rear 4, Items 4, Left 3, Items 3,
Right 3, Items 3, Lower Items Unspecified Length 2, Items 2, Lifetime Items New 16, Items 16,
New other see details Items Remanufactured Items Used 1, Items 1, For parts or not working 1
Items 1. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item
Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free
In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for
your Jeep. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Shipping
not specified. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than
Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon
Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal
Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. Skip to main
content. Related: jeep wrangler oem wheels jeep wrangler oem wheels and tires jeep oem
wheels and tires. Include description. Chrysler 21 Items Dodge 28 Items Factory Automotive
Distributors 29 Items Jeep Items Mopar 25 Items Rim Width. Bolt Pattern. Rim Diameter. Rim
Material. Alloy Items Aluminum Items Chrome 40 Items Steel 74 Items Not Specified 84 Items No
Warranty 18 Items Unspecified Length Items New Items New other see details Items
Remanufactured Items Used 1, Items 1, For parts or not working 1 Items 1. Please provide a
valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
More filters Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Jeep. Enter Year Tell us about
your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are for
items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. Skip to main content. Related: jeep rims and tires jeep rims and tires 35 used jeep
rims jeep rims oem jeep grand cherokee rims jeep rims 17x9 jeep rims 17 jeep rims set stock
jeep rims jeep wrangler rims jeep rims 20 jeep rims Include description. Fuel Off-Road Items
GWG Wheels 1, Items 1, Jeep 1, Items 1, TSW Items Vision Items Unspecified Length Items
Lifetime 34 Items New 12, Items 12, New other see details Items Remanufactured Items Used 1,
Items 1, Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item
Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free
In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for
your Jeep. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Shipping not
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currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars
based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the
Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. Jeep Wheels from Black Rhino. Vehicle Fitment Guide. See Wheels on Car. Jeep Wheels
from Black Rhino Hard Alloys Black Rhino Wheels offers one of the largest catalogs of Jeep
wheels available that are in stock and ready to ship with zero wait time. Each and every wheel
part of the Black Rhino wheel collection is engineered by Black Rhinos in-house engineering
team to produce a rugged Jeep wheel without any compromises. Finding Wrangler wheels is
truly effortless when browsing through Black Rhinos Jeep rims collection. Designed from the
ground up, all Jeep rims are completely new and original styles that are designed to match the
ultra rugged and bold Jeep design language, regardless if we are talking about Wrangler wheels
or Jeep Beadlock rims. All of Black Rhino wheels are specifically designed and engineered as
plug and play wheel solutions for all Jeeps models with a large range of options available when
looking for Jeep JK wheels - , Jeep JL wheels to present and the Jeep TJ wheels - Selecting the
ideal Jeep wheel is easy with Black Rhinos continuous releases of new Jeep rim designs. There
are plenty of battle ready alloy off-road wheels specifically engineered for Jeep Gladiator wheels
truck and Jeep Grand Cherokee wheels to choose from. A highly advanced production
technique known as Rotary Forging is used for many Black Rhino wheels that ensures the
highest strength Jeep rims are achieved. The rotary forging process is perfect for Jeep JKU
wheels and Jeep JLU wheels due to the high strength to low weight ratio that is often regarded
as tougher than the factory Wrangler rims. More importantly, the weight savings in the outer rim
of the wheel that dramatically reduce the rotational mass and therefore enhances both off-road

and on-road performance unanimously makes it an exceptional choice as versatile Wrangler
wheels. Black Rhino makes it easy to find the right wheel choice when deciding on your next
Jeep rims. In addition to designing exceptionally tough Jeep wheels, in-house engineers also
consider supplemental factors such as if the Jeep is at factory or a lifted height as this
predicates the acceptable wheel and tire diameter range. A large variety of Jeep Beadlock
wheels are also at
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your disposal with Black Rhino. When tackling the most demanding off-road terrain, its
non-negotiable to outfit Jeep Beadlock wheels to your rig to minimize the chance of aftermarket
tires separating from your ultra rugged Jeep wheels. Black Rhino offers a wide variety of
timeless and ultra rugged Jeep Beadlock wheels to satisfy all preferences - from deep concave
5-spoke off-road wheels to military inspired tactical Jeep rims. Having a team of Jeep and
off-road enthusiasts on staff allows Black Rhino to engineer Jeep wheels tailored to the most
minute detail, such as multiple offset and backspace fitments. Wheel offset means the wheel
centerline is offset away from the axle, providing a wider stance and increased stability that is
often sought after in Wrangler rims. Backspace measures how far the wheel intrudes into the
wheel well towards the axle, and is important to ensure that there is no interference with
suspension components such as trailing arms when running plus sized tires.

